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ABSTRACT.

We prove the non-existence of a strongly regular graph with 49 vertices and

degree 16.

~) The research for this paper was done in 1979 at the Technological
University of Eindhoven.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

A strongly regular graph with 49 vertices and degree 16 has parameters
(v,k,a,~.) -(49,16,3,6). In this paper we show that such a graph cannot
exist. Up till now it was the smallest (with respect to the number of

vertices) feasible strongly regular graph for which existence was not
settled. Our result is the second "ad hoc" non-existence result for strongly

regular graphs. Earlier Wilbrink and Brouwer [2] proved that (5~,14,1,4)
cannot be the parameter set of a strongly regular graph. At the moment the
smallest unsettled case is (65,32,15,16). See Brouwer and Van Lint [1] for
a survey of recent results on strongly regular graphs.

The present proof involves counting techniques, enumeration, linear algebra,
and the use of a computer. Although only little computing time was needed,
we could not manage without a computer.

2. COUNTING

I.et I" denote a(49,16,3,6) strongly regular graph, that is, I" has 49
vertices, each vertex has 16 neighbours, any two adjacent vertices have 3
common neighbours and any two distinct non-adjacent vertices have 6 commom
neighbours. For a vertex m of i', let I" denote the subgraph of i' induced by~
the 16 neighbours of m. Claerly, I'm is regular of degree 3, but we have more
restrictions for I"~.

LEMMA 1.
i. The girth of ïm ts at Zeast 5.

ii. Any tt~o dtsttct pentagons of i have at most one edge in common.m

PROOF. For a subgraph H and a vertex a of ï, let hl denote the number of

vertices outside H adjacent to exactly i vertices of H, and let ha denote

the number of vertices outside H adjacent to a and to exactly i vertices

of H. Then for H- K4 we have

4 4 4

E h. - 45 . ~ ihí - 5z ~ ~ (Z, hí - 6 .
;-o i-i ~-z
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This yields

4 ( 1
-1 - ~ (hi - ihí t I 2 J hi )- ho t h3 t 3h4 ) 0,

i-o ` -

a contradiction proving that I" has no triangles. Next suppose that I'm~
contains a 4-gon. Let H be the subgraph of T' induced by m and the 4-gon
(i.e. H is the wheel WS). Then h5- 0, since I' contains no K4, and we have

b u 4

~ ht - 44 . ~ ihí - 64 . ~ (2,hi - 18 .
-o i~i í.z

This implies

4 1
-2 - ~ (h - ih t(2J hí )- ho t h3 t 3h4 ) 0,

í í l -
í.o

By this contradiction i has no 4-gons. This completes theW proof of (i).
Suppose I'm contains a pentagon. Let H be the subgraph of I' induced by m and

the pentagon ( i.e. H- W6). By (i) hí- 0 if i) 4 , hence

3 3 3
~ h. - 43 , ~ ih - 76 . ~ (Z, hí - 35 .

;-o ' ;-i í 1-z

This implies that hot h3- 2. Suppose ho) 0, that is, there exists a vertex tJ
adjacent to no vertex of H. Then

~ h~-16, ~ ih~-36.
1-0 1-1

This gives 2h~4 h~- h~- -4, hence h) h`~ ) 4, a contradiction to hot h3- 2.
0 1 3 3- 3-

So ho- 0, and we find h1- 12, hz- 29 and h3- 2.
We easily have hí- 0 for i) 3, ho- 0, hZ- 5, hlt h2 - 11, so hl - 6. Let X

be the set of vertices of I" not adjacent to ~ and adjacent to exactly one
vertex of H. Then ~X~ - hl- h1- 6. Next suppose that there exist vertices a
and (3 in I"~, such that together with the vertices of H they induce the
following graph Hw.
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Then

~ ha - 14 , ~ iha - 22 .
t i:-o i-i

Because ha C h- 0, we have ha - 6 t ha. There is just one vertex outside H"o - o i 3
adjacent to both oc and ~. Therefore, since ha ) 6, at least five of thei -
vertices adjacent to a are contained in the set X. The same is true for S.
Since ~X~ - 6, at least four vertices of X are adjacent to both a and J3.
This is a contradiction. Therefore ï does not contain H~`, and (ii) follows.

3. ENUMERATION.

The conditions of Lemma 1 are strong enough to enumerate {by hand) all
feasible candidates for i' .m
If I"m contains no pentagon, then the girth is at least six. It is easily
seen that the girth cannot be bigger than six and that there is a unique
3-regular graph on 16 vertices with girth six, being:

CANDIDATE 1.

Suppose I'm contains a pentagon P. Then each vertex of P has just one
neighbour outside P. By Lemma 1, these five neighbours are mutually distinct
and non-adjacent. Thus I'~ contains the following graph P~ as an induced
subgraph.
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Consider the subgraph F of I"m, induced by the remaining six vertices. One
easily sees that F has just four edges and therefore, by Lemma 1, no cycles.
Hence F is one of the following graphs:

b o b o o-o o---o 0 0

3 4 5

In the case that F is graph number 1 or graph number 2, the isolated vertex
in F is adjacent to three distinct vertices of P~, so two vertices of P" are
adjacent to two vertices of the larger component of F. It is easily seen
that this cannot be realised without violating Lemma 1. If F is graph number
3 or 4, the two vertices of the isolated edge in F are adjacent to four
distinct vertices of P", so one vertex of P~ is adjacent to two vertices of
the larger component of F. For number 3 this is clearly impossible, and for
number 4 we find that t' can be obtained from the following graph by adding
eight edges.

Thus, if F is graph number 4, we find in a straight forward way the
following ten feasible structures for I'~, where the adjacencies between the

labelled vertíces are given in the table below.
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a aa' aa' aa' aa' ad' ad' aa' aa' aa' ad'
p bb' bb' bc' bd' bc' bc' cb' cc' cd' ca'
y cc' cd' cd' cc' ca' cb' bc' bd' bc' bc'
b dd' dc' db' db' db' da' dd' db' db' db'

CANDIDATE N0. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Finally we consider the case when F is graph number 5. Again it is a matter
of straigt forward checking that this leads to j ust two new condidates:

CANDIDATE 12 CANDIDATE 13

This completes the enumeration of the thirteen candidates for im.

4. LINEAR ALGEBRA

In terms of the adjacency matrix A the definition of e(49,16,3,6) strongly

regular graph reads

A2 --3A t l0I t 6J .

(We use I for the identity matrix, J for the all-one matrix and j for the

all-one vector.) The eigenvalues of A are 16, 2 and -5 with multiplicities

1, 32 and 16, respectively. We say that a graph I' is extendabZe to a graphi
i, whenever I" is a subgraph of i induced by the neighbours of some vertex

i
of I".

LEMMA 2.
Let I"1 be a 3-regular graph on 16 vertices mith adjacency matrtx A1, and Zet

2 not be an etgenvalue of A1. Then i'1 is extendabZe to a (49,16,3,6)
strongly ~~egular graph tf and only tf the vertex set of I' admits 32i
distínct 6-subsets with charaterfstic vectors xi, ..,xjz (say), such that



i. XXT . Ai --3Alt l0I f 5J , mhere X- [xt,... x],~ 32

ii. xTÁ-`z -~'16 if i- j,
i i ~ -2 or 5 if i~e j .ior i,j - 1,...,32,

mhere x - ~x.- 2j (i - 1,...,32} and Á- ~A - 141 - 2J .~ ~ t t

PROOF. First suppose we have 32 such subsets. Put 'X - ~X - 2J, Á2- XTÁ1tX
and

t
-2j X Á

-16 5jT -2JT
I

.Á - 5j Á X

z

then it follows by straight forward verification that ÁZ - 49Á. Hence the
(0,1) matrix A- 7(Á t 141 t 2J) satisfies ( ~) and therefore A is the
adjacency matrix of a(49,16,3,6) strongly regular graph.
Next suppose I' is extendable, that is, t:here exist matrices X and A such

i ~
that the matrix

O jT of

A - j At X
0 Xr A z

is the adjacency matrix of a(49,16,3,6) strongly regular graph. Let
xl,...,x3? be the columns of X. Then clearly the xis consist of 6 ones and
10 zeros, and (i) follows from (M). To prove (ii) define Á- ~A - 141 - 2J.
(In terms of association schemes, Á is a multiple of a minimal idempotent in
the Bose-Messner algebra.) Since A has eigenvalue 16 with eigenvector j and
eigenvalue 2 with multiplicity 32, and since A, I and J have a common full
set of eigenvectors, Á must have an eigenvalue 0 of multiplicity 33, so
rank(Á) - 16. Also A, I and J have a common full set of eigenvectors andt
therefore, because At has eigenvalue 3 with eigenvector j and no eigenvalue
2, Á1 has no eigenvalue 0, so Át is non-singular. Thus the following
submatrix of Á has rank 16.

l -,iI'I A1 x~ J ,xí a
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where a--16 if i- j, and a--2 or 5 otherwise. Therefore the last column

is a linear combination of the other columns, that is, there exists a vector

v such that Álv - x~ and xiv - a. Hence a- xiAllx~. This proves (ii).

Finally, if xí- x~, then (ii) implies i- j, so all 32 vectors x~ are

distinct.

We remark that the above lemma generalizes to strongly regular graphs for
which the multiplicity of one of the eigenvalues equals the degree. These
are precisely the so called latin square graphs, negative latin square
graphs and conference graphs.

5. COMPUTER RESULTS

For all 13 candidates the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix have been
computed. None has an eigenvalue equal to 2, so Lemma 2 applies in all
cases. For each candidate we computed the matrix Á-1, and made a list of alli
6-subsets for which the characteristic vector x satisfies xTÁ-~x - -16 (wet t i i
use the notation of Lemma 2). For each candidate we searched by computer for
32 vectors in the list that also satisfy the other conditions of Lemma 2.
For no candidate 32 suitable 6-subsets were found. Hence, we have:

THEOREM.
There eztsts no (49,16,3,6) strongly regular graph.

The mentioned computer search is not necessary. All candidates can be ruled

out by ad hoc arguments ones the lists of feasible 6-subsets are computed.

For instance, candidates number. 3, 4 and 10 do not work because the list is

smaller than 32, and candidates number 5 and 8 do not work because an edge

(edge {a,d} and {a,a} respectively) is contained in just one set of the

list, whilst by Lemma 2.i two sets are needed. For the other candidates the

ad hoc arguments are more complicated. But it doesn't seem useful to spend a

lot of place and effort to treat all these arguments, since a computer

search is needed anyway to generate the lists of 6-subsets.
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